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Abstract: The concept of ethnic transcendence—defined as the process of co-formulating a shared religious identity among diverse members that supersedes their racial and ethnic differences through congregational involvement—captures a critical aspect of successfully integrating different racial and ethnic groups into a single, commonly shared, multi-ethnic congregation. Drawing on classic theoretical resources from Max Weber and Emile Durkheim, this paper expands on previous scholarship by conceptually articulating two different paths for the achievement of ethnic transcendence in multiracial congregations. In the first path, ethnic transcendence supports and encourages congregational diversification by inspiring members and mobilizing them to contribute their efforts to accomplish a common religious mission. In the second path, the achievement of ethnic transcendence involves the sublimation of congregational members’ religious selves to an overarching moral collective. Both paths involve privileging religious identities in favor of a particularistic ethnic or racial identity. Moreover, through both paths, the development of congregationally specific religious identities results in joining with co-members of different ethno-racial ancestries as a type of spiritually-derived kinship. Due to the fact that ethnic transcendence is an interactive process, congregational diversity is a bi-directional phenomenon representing the extent to which members allow for the integration of separate ethnicities/races into a common congregation through idealized and richly-symbolic notions of connection and belonging to a congregation. Overall, this paper suggests a heuristic framework that productively expands the concept of ethnic transcendence, allows an approach for observing cross-ethnic/inter-racial organizational processes, and ultimately contributes toward understanding how congregations (whether church, temple, or mosque)
pursue alternative identity reconstruction projects to sustain cohesive collective identities.
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1. Introduction

The core contribution of this paper is to provide conceptual resources for explaining the process by which diverse congregations (whether church, temple or mosque) become diversified. As more scholars enter this conversation, there remains a great deal of superficial discussion about the nature of diverse congregations. This is in part due to the definition of diverse congregations. Multiracial congregations are very simply defined as churches that have at least 20% of their membership being different from the majority population in terms of race or ethnicity [1,2]. That’s it. In other words, to be categorized as “multiracial” a congregation only has to fulfill a particular demographic criterion: churches must have a composition of at least two races or ethnicities in regular attendance. Neither the specifics of the types of races or ethnicities matters, nor does the degree of diversification. Labeling churches multiethnic or multiracial does not tell us anything about a congregation other than it is not entirely homogeneous. However, ethnographic observation of multiple multiracial congregations in the United States leads me to suggest that diversity is far more than just a demographic snapshot of population proportions. Defining churches as “multiracial” places the focus on a seemingly static quality. Yet diversity—however it is defined—is never static. Diverse congregations summarize a complex set of social processes that successfully (and very rarely) bring segregated groups into an integrated space.

Productive scholarship should move beyond static definitions to explore dynamic processes. For example, multiracial congregations surely involve issues of power and authority, organizational values and rituals, migrations of people in and out of membership, understandings of race and religion that are negotiated and changed, interpersonal interactions that are both awkward and inspiring, and many other social mechanics involved in bringing people of different races and ethnicities together [3]. Scholarship attempts to uncover patterns and commonalities among these processes [4]. While multiracial congregations can be quite different and the diversity of diverse congregations will manifest different textures, this paper seeks to resource such work by conceptually isolating discernible processes that underlie the complexity of these churches and their racial compositions.

A prominent concept for understanding the process of achieving congregational diversity is *ethnic transcendence* [5–9]. The concept relies on acknowledging identity as consisting of multiple facets and behavioral repertoires, how saliency affects the accentuating or obscuring of different aspects of identity, and that congregations foster religious identities that assume primacy over particularistic ethnoracial affiliations. Similar research in multiracial Christian churches affirm that members’ race-ethnicity can be displaced from in favor of a common religious identity within multiracial churches using the symbolic resources inherent to congregational structures [10–13]. An inclusive congregational identity, then, can be critical for the development of multiracial congregations, specifically, a religiously-grounded corporate identity has the potential to override the divisive aspects
of members’ racial/ethnic identity and allow the beneficial and energizing aspects of corporate belonging. While ethnic transcendence provides a broad sense of how congregational diversity is achieved, it is not a monolithic process, and the complexity with which religious identities become more salient than ethnorracial ones allows for multiple paths of understanding the accomplishment of diversity within congregations.

In short, the most challenging task in analyzing multiethnic/multiracial churches today is not to describe diversity but to explain it; more specifically, how do we explain how diverse multi-ethnic/multi-racial congregations become diverse and maintain that diversity over time? Multiracial congregations are not simply diverse, they become diverse (e.g., [14]). Even when congregations are founded as diverse churches, these churches cultivate, reproduce, and maintain a diverse membership over time. This implies social processes that are largely unexamined in the literature. To expand our theoretical considerations on the social processes inherent to the ongoing reproduction of multiracial congregations, I draw attention in this paper to the process of diversification through ethnic transcendence as encompassing two different paths. More specifically, drawing on Max Weber and Emile Durkheim, this paper presents two different paths of achieving ethnic transcendence—i.e., prioritizing relational affinity based on shared religious identity over an affinity based on similar racial or ethnic identities—resulting in a spiritual kinship. In the first path, ethnic transcendence supports congregational diversification by inspiring members and mobilizing them to contribute their efforts to accomplish a common religious mission. In the second path, ethnic transcendence involves the sublimation of congregational members’ religious selves to an overarching moral collective. Both involve the privileging of religious identities in favor of a particularistic ethnic or racial identity. In both of these paths, religious identities are shaped within these congregations such that member involvement allows for the integration of separate ethnicities/races into a common congregation. In both paths, congregational diversity is a bi-directional phenomenon. Finally, both processes are presented as a heuristic for understanding how congregations pursue alternative identity reconstruction projects in creating cohesive congregations.

2. Ethnic-Racial Identity, Congregational Practices, and Ethnic Transcendence

Let’s begin with what we already know. Racial and ethnic differences divide people. In our society, segregation by race and ethnicity is a well-established and persistent characteristic of social life [15–22]. These racial divisions are based in part on beliefs or ideas or constructs that create differences based on a presumption of physiological or other inheritable differences that are deemed to be natural and the institutional structures that channel and reinforce these beliefs. Fundamentally, segregation is based on an broad, underlying, and largely unquestioned ethos that defines different racial and ethnic groups as an “other” that keeps people from interacting in common settings or having common goals (e.g., [23–27]). Ideas in and of themselves are not determinant of social behavior (see [28]), yet widely-held and often pre-conscious judgments regarding race/ethnicity are significant—and not just because they consist of things that are held inside of our everyday notions of affinity and solidarity. Prejudicial ideas regarding race and ethnicity are persistently upheld because of structural arrangements that continue to keep races separated in American society. We know that beliefs/ideas/constructs related to race keep people separated and are reinforced through segregation and social settings, such as the housing market [20],
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the educational system [29,30], occupational structures [31] and religious assemblies [2,5]. Christian churches are the most segregated social institution in our society today, with less than 10% of all congregations having any significant degree of diversification. We know the religion has the potential of reinforcing the segregated ideas of race and ethnicity [2]. But we also know the religion has the capacity of reorienting those beliefs. In short, religion involves both ideas and structures. In focusing on understanding how religion is involved in the cultivation of multiracial congregations, it is important to conceptualize processes that account for both ideas and social interactions. Indeed, the motivation to understand multiracial congregations is in part an attempt to understand those moments when racial segregation is overcome and that perhaps by understanding multiracial congregations we have a promise of solving one of the most persistent social problems in America today [32].

To understand the ethnic identity of attenders in multiracial congregations, one cannot keep a static conception of identity. The conceptual resources for understanding congregational diversification presented here assumes the reality of “race” that appears in the minds of people despite its false biological base. In addition, the underlying theoretical framework views ethnicity as one of many multiple aspects of personal identity. I take as a theoretical commitment (described later in this paper) that personal identity is fluid and situated such that the different aspects of personal identity are highlighted or obscured depending on interaction contexts and the strategic negotiation of individuals to particular bases of affinity. By acknowledging that individuals have multiple, overlapping, and even contradictory social locations, a person’s social identity exists amidst a sense of relevance regarding aspects of their identity for social interactions. While I do not posit a strict identity hierarchy, the negotiation of identity involves understanding how different identities become salient in different interaction contexts, which implies that situations invoke different identity hierarchies. In addition, this theoretical framework also acknowledges the role of organizational leaders as purposeful, reflective, conscious actors who help or hinder the process of diversification in their churches.

In order to understand the management negotiation and change of ethnic identity in multiracial congregations, a more fluid understanding of ethnicity is necessary [6], but a fluid understanding of identity goes against many popular notions of race and ethnicity, since everyday assumptions about ethnicity include that one is born with an ethnic identity, and that, like race, it is unchanging. Moreover, everyone in a racial/ethnic group presumably shares the same traits and customs. For example, the differing racial experience of African Americans relative to other racial groups in the United States makes the discussion of Black identity as situational and fluid a particular challenge; nevertheless, we know that African Americans, like other racial-ethnic groups, negotiate their racial identities in differing contexts [33,34]. Emerson [35] and Edwards [36] draw on racial formation and critical race theories and support that being Black in America is not simply one aspect of identity but rather overwhelms the identity of a person that religion largely fails to address. Yet, neither Emerson nor Edwards provide an explicit description of the process of religious racial integration through the ethnic affirmation which they believe is necessary for achieving truly integrated congregations; moreover, both argue that religious communities need to accentuate the distinctive racial experiences of African Americans and create hospitable environments that explicitly welcome and incorporate them (see also [37,38]). Furthermore, some identity malleability is noted in research focused on the African American experience in diverse congregations [8].
Many sociologists in the past have leaned toward a static definition by defining ethnicity as a social group distinguished by race, religion, language or national origin (e.g., [39,40]). Even if such uses of ethnicity are gross oversimplifications, they remain persistent. Now more recent series of ethnicity, including instrumental ethnicity, situational ethnicity social constructivist, and ethnic identity management theories severely criticize and radically amend the notions of “givenness” of ethnic identity [5,41–44]. In recognizing the fluidity of ethnic identity and the cultivation of diverse congregations, it is important to recognize insights from social constructivists, i.e., that one’s ethnicity consists of a complex set of repertoires access to different times, according to different contexts. Social actors construct ethnic identities to suit different purposes since ethnic repertoires are learned in reconstructed for purposes of hand, using available symbolic resources (see [44–49]). Moreover, as “no one is a full-time ethnic” ([50], p. 95), ethnicity emerges as a “contingent, volitional, negotiated phenomenon, in which both societal circumstances and the creative assertions of human groups play veritable and interacting roles” ([51], p. 266). Ethnicity may become, for certain social actors in certain social contexts, a primary aspect of individual identity, while at other times ethnicity it is secondary. Certainly social actors have a limited number of ethnic categories to choose from, yet within these choices individuals choose whether to assert or obscure their ethnic identity. Following ethnic identity management theorists (see [42,52,53]), who extend insights from Goffman’s impression management theory [54–56], ethnicity can be seen to have day-to-day or moment-by-moment variability in manifestation and salience. Following Goffman, impression management is a selective display of symbols of identity to maximize status within an interaction. Due to the fact that impression management is highly selective, displays of symbols of identity use available symbolic resources whether they be ethnic-specific or not. Social statuses other than ethnicity may be put forward instead to enhance social standing such that, as Okamura ([43], p. 460) states, “ethnicity may be of critical relevance in some situations, in others it may be totally irrelevant.” This highlights a strategic element of human behavior; social actors use tactical maneuvers to manipulate their ethnic identity and conforming to expectations where needed and avoiding disruptions or embarrassment when not. Different audiences offer different performances [57].

By waiving static and deterministic conceptions of identity and embracing more recent notions, we move from a static to a dynamic accounting for racial/ethnic dynamics occurring in multiracial congregations. Ethnicity, then, is a complex aspect of the self with different aspects that can be highlighted or obscured, constructed or reconfigured, according to the demands and constraints of presentation since interests that involve social status and social mobility guide ethnic identity. Ethnic identity varies in importance of priority depending on the context of social actions, whether and how ethnic identity emerges is largely question of salience, and ethnic identity falls somewhere within a salience hierarchy in different situations (see [41]; also [58]). The salience of one’s own ethnic self-presentation is situationally contingent, and its malleability is such that it is often obscured in favor of other aspects of self to maximize personal status. As circumstances require, other social status are emphasized in favor of ethnicity.

How ethnic and racial identities are negotiated and managed within diverse congregations is neither straightforward nor predetermined. Multiracial churches are complex in that every multiracial church achieves its diversity in different ways. Labeling a church as “multiethnic” or “multiracial” tells us almost nothing a congregation other than they are not homogeneous. Diversification is more than
simply a demographic issue such that racial and ethnic affiliations occur through various paths; there is more to the stories embedded in particular multi-ethnic congregations that reveal a wealth of insight regarding the nature of churches, the nature of religious identities, and the nature of religious life at this point in history. Emerson and Kim [1] define types of multi-racial churches based on their sources of origin (e.g., sense of mission, consideration of congregational resources, mandated by higher authorities, etc.); these can serve as rough guides in “making sense” of the history of diversification in particular churches. Multiethnic/multiracial integrate at ethnic/racial groups but in different proportions. Even more, the label “multiracial” states that a church is characterized by racial diversity, but multiracial churches are, themselves, very diverse. If you look at two churches and characterize them as diverse, there may be few other things you can say that make these two churches the same. Minimally, multiracial churches describe congregations with members and attenders who have a common affiliation centered around common activity/ritual and/or common belief.

Further, the emergence of multiracial congregations cannot be adequately explained by the attitudes of individuals attending these congregations. Acknowledging the salience of micro-negotiations of identities within situations, an adequate grasp of diverse congregations demands that we consciously take into account organizational dynamics (see [5,59,60]). While it is possible that multiracial congregations attract already de-segregated people (meaning those with more open, tolerant and integrative attitudes, see [35]), explaining diverse congregations on the basis of attracting diversity-minded people overemphasizes individual attitudes and de-emphasizes structural dynamics that persistently keep people segregated in religious institutions. Evidence from contact theory and tested within religious organizations suggests that diverse congregations reduce prejudicial attitudes [32,61]. Yet evidence from racial analyses on institutionalized racism shows that “non-prejudiced” people overwhelmingly participate in segregated institutions, mostly by remaining consistent with white-dominant attitudes [36,62–65]. Furthermore, research on successfully diverse congregations demonstrate that individuals who join diverse congregations do not necessarily come for diversity but learn to engage in cross-racial/inter-ethnic relationships as a direct result of their engagements in their congregations. It was not their attitudes but the interactive processes upon entering the congregation that fostered a diverse congregational community [66]. Even more, while it is possible that congregations attract racially progressive individuals, recent research shows that diverse congregations consists of members who equally share white-dominant racial frames than racially progressive ones [67].

The overwhelming interest in racial reconciliation among church leaders demonstrates a belief in the possibility of diversifying congregations and that churches as organizations can be structured in order to overcome racial and ethnic bias [60]. Congregational leaders act on the belief that their churches can, with proper training and sensitivity, convert their congregations into places that are open, embracing and integrative [68]. Indeed evidence from Becker [10] in her own analysis of two multiracial churches shows how congregational leaders strategically use their theological resources to craft messages that inspire and provoke people toward actions and attitudes that encourage diversification. Such deliberate action on the part of congregational leaders successfully aids diversification [5,38]. To come to terms with the structural dynamics in the occurrence of attitude and behavioral changes within churches, a focus on congregations as organizational systems is necessary and therefore involves asking the question, what organizational processes within multiracial contributions account for diversification?
In sum, this paper acknowledges that both individual personal identity negotiations and organizational practices contribute to the emergence of congregational diversification. More specifically, congregational diversification involves both individual processes of identity construction (by which I mean the formation and maintenance of a congregationally-specific religious identity) and organizational processes of cultural integration (by which I mean the attraction and acculturation of new and ethno-racially diverse members). I focus on the concept of “ethnic transcendence” as involving both of these processes of integration and identity to analytically highlight a set of social processes that account for the social processes inherent to different multiracial congregations.

3. Conceptual Paths to Religious Racial Integration in Diverse Congregations

This paper attempts to draw out underlying conceptual resources implicit to the working of “ethnic transcendence” as a core process of congregational diversification. While ethnic transcendence encompasses a set of dynamics, it is not assumed that ethnic transcendence is achieved in only one way, nor is it assumed that the processes presented here are exhaustive. Nevertheless, to briefly articulate two alternative paths of ethnic transcendence, I focus on theoretical resources found in the writings of Max Weber and Emile Durkheim. These two theorists are certainly not the only potential sources for approaching diversification. For example, Anthropologist Victor Turner ([69], p. 1342) described the “liminal state” in which participants, through participation in common ritual, set aside everyday roles and statuses. In the experience of liminality, participants shared humility before the sacred create a type of homogeneity and kinship. Reflecting on this process, Omar McRoberts ([70], p. 104) writes, “Victor Turner’s communitas is a glimpse of radical equality—a vision that can be carried into the world of structures, statuses, and hierarchies to effect social transformation. Scholars of African American religion have followed suit, noting the communitas-generating, hierarchy-subverting potential of ecstatic worship.” Applied to the workings of diverse congregations, multiracial churches find means to cultivate a common identity orientation on the basis of shared, even unspoken, religious affinities. Nevertheless, by focusing on Weber and Durkheim, I intend to achieve greater nuance in understanding how the religious identity fostered within a congregation is given greater priority and prominence over particularistic ethnic and regular identities.

The conceptual usefulness of Weber and Durkheim is that each one offers paths to diversity by highlighting how diverse congregations pursue (overtly) alternative organizational activities to integrate members that involve (covertly) alternative identity reconstruction projects. Diverse congregations use ritual and symbolic resources to cultivate moments of ethnic transcendence to religious identities in support their own goals/mission; these moments of ethnic transcendence reinforce the vitality of local congregations and the distinctive approach a community of congregants are to take on in the world. Drawing out potential connections between people on the basis of common aspirations, common interests or common life experiences is here viewed as the ongoing integrating task of leaders drawing people together in their religious assemblies [5,10]. In the first path, which draws on Weber, ethnic affiliations recede and a new, overriding, and mission-driven religious identity comes to the fore as charismatic leaders reorient individual identities toward a common sacred cause. The second path draws on Durkheim and emphasizes the corporate empowering of individuals through
ritual worship as people of different racial affiliations perform powerful, new, and morally-binding social bonds in becoming part of a large, common, sacred tribe.


For Weber [71], charismatic leaders reorient the identity of followers, including their ethnic identity, toward a common cause. Stated differently, Weber asserts that ethnic identity is fluid and can be re-constructed around new interests. Thus, one path toward ethnic transcendence involves the effort of charismatic leaders to reorient identities of people and rouse them toward a common cause. This results in a re-constitution of identity such that ethnic affiliations recede and a new overriding religious identity comes to the fore.

Max Weber’s writings are useful yet under-recognized for articulating the dynamic nature of ethnic identity. Weber ([71], p. 389) defined ethnicity as rooted in a “belief in group affinity, regardless of whether it has any objective foundation”, and ethnic groups as “those two groups have entertained subject to belief in their common dissent, because of similarities of physical type or of customs or both, or because of memories of colonization of migration.” It is notions of racial/ethnic affinity that are important; actual objective kinship or bio-genetic relationships are not. For Weber ([71], p. 385), “race [and, by implication, ethnicity] creates a ‘group’ only when it is subjectively perceived as a common trait”. In short, Weber anticipated more contemporary “constructivist” approaches to ethnicity by recognizing the subjectivity of ethnic affiliation and the social forces that contribute to the emergence and salience of ethnic bonds [43,44,46–49,51,72,73].

This means that the bases for ethnic group consolidation can and do shift. Weber suggests that the primary means by which ethnic groups emerge is out of mutual self-interest as a foundation for joint action. Interests—not biological lineage of vague ideas of shared culture—define the boundaries of ethnic groups. Further, Weber ([74], p. 189) also describes a moment when “a comprehensive societalization (focus on interests) integrates the ethnically divided communities into specific political and communal actions.” In other words, when a concern emerges as relevant for the entire society (as in a time of war), ethnic distinctions are suspended and the entire society engages in communal action. Weber understood that people (and peoples) can and do alter their ethnic descriptions in the light of circumstances and environments that create common mutual interests. Weber’s insight is affirmed by more recent ethnic theorists like Gleason ([75], p. 469) who states that “ethnicity is not an indelible stamp impressed on the psyche but a dimension of individual and group existence that can be consciously emphasized or deemphasized as a situation requires.” Cornell ([51], p. 266) also affirms, “as circumstance or context changes, so does the calculus of ethnic identity claims and assignments, and likewise ethnic identity itself. Ethnicity becomes for the most part situational and determined by the product of more ‘fundamental’ forces.” Since ethnicity has a fluid and durable significance as a personal organizing principle for priorities, loyalties, and relational connections, Weber and these more recent theorists assert that ethnic identity can be alternately reconstructed around new interests. So while theorists readily acknowledge ethnic groups can divide due to opposing interests, it is equally important to acknowledge that ethnic groups can also unite in pursuit of common interests. It is how these interests are defined as most critical.
As an example, in churches like Mosaic in Los Angeles [5], common interests are re-defined around a cause-oriented mission, whether it is some form of social justice or the evangelistic thrust of reaching people with the gospel of Christ. These “missionary-entrepreneurs” have taken on a common cause defined and shaped by their congregations. Missionary-entrepreneurs are cultivated in dynamic, ongoing interactions with charismatic leaders from the pulpit and from involvement in multiple groups and projects in the activities of the congregation. Most significantly, the missionary-entrepreneur role readily fits into the bias toward individualism, relationalism (importance to interpersonal relationships), and anti-structuralism (inability/unwillingness to accept social structural influences), which Emerson and Smith ([2], pp. 69–92) describe as dominant among White evangelicals. People in White-dominant diverse churches center themselves within a Pan-Anglo culture, taking on a corporate charge to go into the world as an individual extension of the congregation. While this is not the only way in which the reorientation of ethnic identity toward common interest and mission can occur, Mosaic offers an extended and detailed empirical case in which diversity occurred by leaders using this explicit strategy to bring together multiple racial/ethnic groups (with some important caveats; see [5]). Mosaic uses several concrete practices to invoke and inspire toward a common religious mission, most notably through common confession of faith as a “follower of Christ”, common rite of baptism by immersion, common public commitment to church membership, common meal in the Lord’s Supper, and appeal to manifest a common character in attitudes and perspectives ([5], pp. 172–78). In addition to these specific rituals, Mosaic refers to theological claims regarding Christ’s imperative to be “on mission” as well as placing great emphasis on developing warm one-on-one relationships in the congregation, especially through small group ministries.

In short, drawing on conceptual resources from Max Weber to delineate a first path toward congregational diversification, diversity can be accomplished to the cultivation of a missional thrust in a congregation that realigns personal identities toward distinctive religious interests that prioritize religious imperatives that trump ethnic and racial differences. This path toward ethnic transcendence involves the effort of charismatic leaders who reorient identities of people toward a common cause. This Weberian approach also acknowledges that all religious leaders must stake a claim to legitimacy, and in the cultivation of legitimacy, charismatic leaders access appropriate aspects of identity likely to enhance status toward achieving legitimacy.

A critical mechanism for exercise of their charismatic authority is through interpersonal engagement of ethnic impression management, since ethnicity is a potential roadblock to affinity [60,64]. Charismatic leaders acknowledge and negotiate (or manipulate) the presentation of their own ethnic identity. Various aspects of their own personal identities are assets, i.e., resources from which different repertoires of identity can be constructed. What is most important in the management of ethnic identity is to negotiate toward striking an affinity—some type of connection—that will allow the exercise of religious authority. This conceptual insight connects with Becker’s [10] observation of two multiracial churches in which congregational leaders strategically used theological resources to craft messages to inspire and provoke people toward actions and attitudes that encourage ethno-racial diversification. Legitimated charismatic authority allows for working in the inner life of a congregant because charismatic leaders base their authority on value-rationality, a type of rationality that is a raised to a higher standard of ultimate values. It lifts people under charismatic authority from merely affectual relationships and overcomes merely instrumental bases of action. Yes, ethnic ties are deep and abiding,
but value rationality can move people towards a higher calling, what Weber ([71], p. 30) defined as “a conscious belief in the value for its own sake of some ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other form of behavior, independently of its prospects for success”. When charismatic leaders call on value-rationality, they call on an extraordinary source of motivation. Weber ([71], p. 25) continues, saying that “pure value rational orientation, would be the actions of persons who, regardless of possible cost of themselves, act to put into practice their convictions of what seems to them to be required by duty, honor, the pursuit of beauty, a religious call, personal loyalty, or the importance of some cause no matter in what it consists.”

Leaders therefore consciously manage not only their own ethnic identity, but the ethnic identity of others. Ethnic identity is manipulated for value rational ends. In the context of building and maintaining a diverse congregation, this means that leaders use the complexity of ethnic identity to serve the value rational goals before them. Charismatic leaders manipulate their own ethnic identity as a tool. These charismatic leaders catalyze diverse groups for common mission that will supersede other group identities and highlight the new identity that fulfills a role toward completing the church’s mission. Charismatic leaders construct a new religious identity and situations to be an inclusive identity that redefines relationships between people of different ethnicities. This new identity is created around the value-rational mission of the organization. In other words, by creating a new set of interests that supersede the divided communities inherent to different ethnic groups, individuals are catalyzed into a newly formed group characterized by common mission. This new group supersedes other group identities and serves to highlight the new identity that fulfills a role toward completing the church’s mission. This results in a reconstruction of identity such that ethnic affiliations recede and a new, overriding religious identity becomes primary.

In sum, drawing on Weber, multiethnic congregations may be seen as products of a distinctive type of charismatic authority that changes the nature of ethnic identification. To accomplish this, value-rational, highly-idealized, and broadly encompassing purposes are emphasized in order to overcome ethnic specific affinities. This involves the renegotiation of ethnic identity and ethnic membership into a distinctive religious identity and religious membership. Ethnic identity becomes a resource utilized by leaders in multiethnic churches to maximize the goals of achieving organizational value rational ends. Ethnicity will be expressed if it serves instrumental ends. If ethnic identity is a resource, then ethnic identity is accentuated as a base of affinity, connection, and status. However, if ethnic identity is viewed as a roadblock, then ethnic identity is obscured in favor of other social status. The most important maneuver by charismatic leaders in cultivating diverse congregations is to build on a religiously based status honor to promote the vision of a community of people on mission with God together.

5. Durkheim’s Moral Community: Sublimating Oneself to a Collective Morality

The sociological orientation of Emile Durkheim [76] in his grand and final work, Elementary Forms of Religious Life, emphasizes the collective empowering of individuals through corporate worship, meaning a communal gathering involving immersive, collective engagement toward a sacred and superior entity [77]. Pointing toward a more affective immersion of the individual into a collective social whole, the intense social interactions of corporate worship involves a process of identity
absorption to a collectively-oriented, transcendent divinity that simultaneously happens alongside a process of dynamic bonding between individuals. Together, those gathered in the intense space of corporate worship experience a shared sense of empowerment, one that uniquely energizes participants in ways that cannot happen outside of such an occasion. Durkheim therefore argues that as individuals participate in a corporate orientation to the sacred, which constitutes a (re)construction of their religious identity through the abandonment of one’s (isolated and individual) self to the collective experience of worship. In doing so, members sublimate themselves to a shared authority, one that is not strictly personal to a leader but personalized in those who carry authoritative roles, under a common orientation to worship of a transcendent god or supernatural forces.

Durkheim ([76], p. 44) defined religion as “a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things.” The phrase “beliefs and practices” is intended to accentuate that religion is not merely assent to doctrines, nor is it merely routinized engagement in structured activities; the full scope of Durkheim’s work encourages seeing religion as a fully conscious and deeply engaged form of social bonding. In Book Three of The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, he analytically describes rituals of integration that bring together sacred people that connect otherwise isolated individuals (see [78], pp. 17–19). For Durkheim ([76], p. 352), all people need such connections because we ordinarily experience everyday life as a “day-in, day-out struggle” full of “incessant conflict and friction.” Coming together through energizing ritual action “refreshes a spirit worn down by all that is overburdening in day-to-day labor” ([76], p. 385). Through corporate worship, the “individual soul” is “regenerated by immersing itself once more in the very wellspring of its life. As a result, that soul is stronger” ([76], p.353). The result of corporate worship is the empowerment of spiritually connected “kin” such that congregants of disparate ethnic and racial affiliations draw together as part of a large, common, sacred tribe.

Durkheim’s arguments regarding the revitalizing effects of corporate worship are among the most compelling aspects of his famous analysis. He persuasively argues that corporate worship provides a unique source of inspiration for individuals enabling them to live out their day-to-day lives. As Durkheim states, after participating in a corporate orientation to the sacred, “we return to profane life with more energy and enthusiasm, not only because we have placed ourselves in contact with a higher source of energy but also because our own capacities have been replenished through living, for a few moments, a life that is less tense, more at ease, and freer” ([76], p. 386). Durkheim ([76], p. 419) is emphatic on the need for such corporate social immersion, stating, “The believer who has communed with his god is not simply a man who sees new truths that the unbeliever knows not; he is a man who is stronger. Within himself, he feels more strength to endure the trials of existence or to overcome them.” Essentially, a Durkheimian process of absorption through worship in a transcendent divinity as part of a large, common, sacred tribe allows individuals to carry out the mundane and wearing routines of everyday work and life. As Jones ([79], p. 41) notes, a critical aspect of religion for Durkheim is its “dynamogenic” quality that constitutes a “capacity to give rise to actions as well as thoughts, to enable the believer to transcend his merely individual powers, to become capable of greater things.”

Following Durkheim, the revitalizing experience of corporate empowerment is potentially significant for diverse churches that follow this path of nurturing empowered achievers. The power of worship for nurturing integration among different racial/ethnic groups has been noted elsewhere [37,38,59,63,80]. Durkheim further specifies how worshippers abandon themselves to a
participation in the divine and experience empowerment and that these connections and subsequent empowerment are reinforced in the practical, encouraging teaching and preaching designed to coach achievers as they walk through life. Members know challenges and struggles that exist in their world. They have found it difficult, even impossible, to measure up to societal standards or experience a sense of achievement or success. They are aware of their errors and mistakes. Yet religious communities provide moral identities that anchors difficult career choices and failed opportunities. Teachings may emphasize God’s care for people if they continue to do what is right. Connecting with others through worship to reenergize oneself involves a re-construction of identity through the abandonment of self to worship and the experience of empowerment. A moral community is crafted through corporate worship that abides within the person and guides their behavior—even when the congregation is dispersed.

A core concern for Durkheim in all of this theoretical work is the need to provide people a cohesive moral order within themselves that sustains them in the midst of a complex society where individuals participate in multiple locations. Durkheim’s theoretical problem (how do disconnected individuals continually guide themselves by collective moral standards?) is a practical problem for all congregational leaders who seek to build a morally cohesive community in densely populated, metropolitan settings and whose members come from widely differing social backgrounds. Congregational leaders (whether pastor, priest, rabbi, or imam) seek to cultivate a public morality, i.e., a set of standards and how to conduct oneself in the world. For Durkheim [81], morality and discipline are interconnected. Cultivating morality requires socially fostering a base of personal discipline that keeps people from egoistically acting out their own desires without regard for the concerns of others or for the society as a whole. Morality, although experienced to something that is external and coming outside of us, guides and structures our actions internally in a way that allows us to watch out for other people [81]. It involves a public concern for other people.

The centrality of worship and the cultivation of an abiding moral community is particularly characteristic of Oasis Christian Center in Los Angeles [59,82]. At Oasis Christian Center, high-quality, energizing, foot-stomping, body-swaying, hand-raising worship at the church encourages spirit-filled believers to accomplish great things in the world. Members at Oasis are immersed in the ego-centric world of the Hollywood entertainment industry where self-promotion is key; yet, their church moves them to subsume their personal ambitions to idealized spiritual ones as represented in their church. Oasis urges members to take responsibility over their lives as an extension of their stewardship to God. The religious identity provided through participation at Oasis radically binds people into a deep sense of solidarity with other struggling Christians who are trying to make it in a difficult world where careers are haphazard, relationships are full of distrust, and utter selfishness is rampant. To be in the worship service at Oasis is to stand, clap, sway, and smile as audience and performers lose themselves in the service. One young white musician said, “I felt God’s presence working in my life to get me in the church and to get me working for the kingdom.” Another member said, “I had to learn how to worship, and the way I had to learn how to worship is to just let go, to let go. To let go and let God.” Through participating in a corporate orientation to the sacred, members abandon themselves to worship. Indeed, the key to good worship is to lose self-consciousness [82]. Members immerse themselves in the immediacy of worship; yet, beyond the excitement of energized gatherings, members of Oasis take on an institutionalized role that persists even beyond their formal participation in the congregation. The stable organizational structure of congregations provides a
viable, persistent base for maintaining a shared, religiously-oriented corporate identity, allowing individuals to negotiate the many ambiguous and complex demands of modern everyday life. Overall, members at Oasis affirm a personal orientation of “homelessness” in the world alongside familial bonding in the church; participate in highly engaging and emotional worship services; and accept intimate life direction from pastoral “coaches” to inform moral choices for life decisions that include clothing choices, dating partners, and career moves (see [59]).

In sum, Durkheim’s theorizing on how human identity emerges in the context of a group, and his conviction that the self cannot exist outside of the collectivity, suggests that diverse congregations constitute a distinctive moral community in which egoism is not to prevail. Congregations are places full of relationships that are not based so much on common interests but on a common affectual connection to the sacred where religious identities are reinforced through community structures that provide moral sensitivities to orient and guide them in day-to-day life. Participating in congregational life forges intimate social bonds, and these relational connections become the source of type of spiritual “familial” life. As a family, they experience loyalty, duty, and obligation to do those things that would reflect best on their congregational family. Indeed, among congregants interviewed in past research [5,59,60], their multiracial congregation was the most or best “family” they ever experienced. They put aside particularistic concerns in favor of collective concerns that reflect their energizing, morally-binding collective community.

6. Conclusions

Religious congregations, like any other organization, define places of inclusion and exclusion. Racially and ethnically churches are particularly interesting as places of inclusion due to the complexity of forging cross-ethnic/inter-racial relationships. Theoretical concepts provide imaginative tools for heuristically understanding the processes by which diverse congregations develop, processes which are especially important to grasp as the mere label of “multi-ethnic” or “multi-racial” tells us almost nothing about a congregation other than they are not homogeneous. Overall, the discussion focuses on further articulating pathways for the accomplishment of ethnic transcendence, by which is meant different conceptual understandings for the achievement of alternative identity reorientation projects. More specifically, this paper emphasizes that differences in ethnic/racial integration within congregations occur because diversification is achieved through alternative “paths” cultivated by spiritual leaders through the ongoing rituals that create and reinforce them within their congregations. These paths pursue (overtly) alternative religious activities that involve (covertly) alternative identity reconstruction projects. The first path draws on Max Weber and describes the effort of charismatic leaders who reorient individual identities toward a common, sacred cause. Ethnic affiliations recede while a new overriding, mission-driven religious identity comes to the fore. The second path draws on Emile Durkheim and emphasizes the corporate empowering and consequent absorption of individuals into a moral community through ritual worship. Members who come from disparate racial and ethnic affiliations form powerful, new, and family-like bonds as part of a large, common, sacred tribe.

In short, regardless of the pathways by which it is achieved, the success of diverse congregations lies in the ability to subsume their member’s ethnic/racial identities in favor of a shared congregational bond. Because these paths focus on organizational processes, this discussion lacks considerations of
the broad demographic environment that may be needed to be able to have any degree of ethnic or racial diversity. It also ignores that there may be distinctive forms of leadership that promote diversification as well as the possibility that characteristics of individuals who may be more open or more likely to join diverse churches. Instead, the main emphasis here is to assert that congregational diversity is more than simply a demographic “snapshot” of population proportions. Diversity within any congregation is the result of cumulative processes that occur among social actors over a period of time. The conceptual foci proposed here draw attention to the influence of organizational processes, in particular, a focus on alternative identity reorientation projects as a way to explain how the relationship between racial/ethnic and religious identities may be aligned to allow for religious racial/ethnic integration to occur. Diverse congregations are invoking different identity hierarchies.

This is not to argue that multiethnic congregational experiences actually “change” the substance of ethnic/racial identity but rather that it may push-off the centrality of racial and ethnic affiliation to the wayside in these religious contexts. Yet, here it is important to note that within a diverse congregation one’s ethnic/racial identity may not necessarily run counter to a newly formed religious identity found. Essentially, it is possible that a multiracial congregation can be a mechanism for reinforcing one’s prior ethnic/racial identity since the goals of an ethnic community may be fully consonant with and supported by those of the congregation. People may therefore be motivated to participate in a multiracial congregation and feel a sense of connection and belonging because the goals and strategies of that community forward their ethnicity-specific goals and strategies. Within the Weberian model, a person’s commitment to his or her own ethno-racial identity—and its related value to, perhaps, “justice”—could be reinforced (rather than superseded) by a multiracial congregation’s missional commitment to racial justice as intended by God. Alternatively, within the Durkheimian model, a person’s understanding of his or her own ethno-racial identity may be tied to a particular form of ecstatic worship (e.g., “This is how we, as [insert ethnicity], worship”) and therefore find their ethno-racial identity affirmed (rather than superseded) by participation in the worship practices of a particular congregation. Thus, the common religious identity forged within a diverse congregation may reinforce rather than subvert or obscure one’s ethno-racial identity.

Also, it is indeed possible that ethnic transcendence is provisional and contingent. While this article strives to conceptually account for the achievement of religious racial integration in diverse congregations, scholars have many unanswered questions regarding the extent of its effects on members. Do congregations attract non-segregated members? Are members more progressive in their racial attitudes? Do members succeeding at ethnic transcendence thereby become more racially open and tolerant in their lives beyond the congregation? Or is it possible that members from differing racial and ethnic groups who join diverse congregations actually share similar racial attitudes such that the congregation affirms rather than changes them (see [67])? While these questions lie beyond the scope of this article, greater research is required to establish the connections between participation in diverse congregations and the broader effects on the ethno-racial identity and cross-racial interactions beyond the congregation.

Finally, while much of the cited research on diverse congregations is based in Christianity (and there are many well-known American churches with diverse membership, including Glide Methodist Church in San Francisco and Riverside Church in New York), the pathways described here are intended to be applicable across religious orientations, and some of this scholarship is already being
accomplished (among the Baha’i, see [83]; among American Muslims, see [84]). Hopefully, this paper will urge even further research on diverse congregations in other faith traditions (see [9]).
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